Abstract. We propose a key-frame-based depth propagation method considering movement on the z-axis. First, a homography matrix is obtained through the feature points between points. Through this homography matrix information, a movement of objects or cameras is inferred in the direction of the z axis, thereby creating a depth map that compensates the movement. Then, bilateral filtering is executed to create a depth map with regard to the non-key frames. Through the experiment, a more accurate depth map can be obtained with the non-key-frame-based method due to the consideration of changes in the z-axis compared to the key-frame-based depth propagation method.
Introduction
Although hardware technology for stereoscopic 3D use has advanced, the stereoscopic 3D industry has slowed due to the lack of 3D content. As an alternative technology, much attention has been paid to two-dimensional (2D)-to-3D conversion technology in which existing 2D content can be converted to 3D content. 2D-to-3D conversion can be categorized as full-automatic, semi-automatic, and full-manual conversion depending on quality and cost, objectives, and processing time [1, 2] . Among these, semi-automatic 2D-to-3D conversion has been widely used by most content production companies because it allows automatic processing, if possible, and appropriate intervention of operators, if required, to maintain high quality. A depth map of key-frames is created by an operator because movements between subsequent frames in a video are considered very low while non-key-frames are processed automatically by a depth propagation method [3] [4] [5] . However, existing key-frame-based depth propagation methods cannot accurately reflect the information from changes in depth, which is the movement of cameras or objects in the direction of the z-axis. Thus, we propose a novel depth propagation technique considering movements in the z-axis by expanding the study of [5] . Figure 1 shows a flow chart of the proposed method. First, feature points of segmented objects in the previous key-frame and feature points in the current frame are extracted and matched. A homography matrix is inferred through these matched feature points, thereby allowing calculation of the scale of the objects and perspective information. Then, a normalized value of the above result is reflected in a depth map of the key-frame prior to performing bilateral filtering, thereby compensating the zaxis movement when a depth is propagated to the next frame. This process is iteratively performed if there are a number of objects inside a video. Finally, the depth of the current frame is generated by applying a bilateral filter to the previous frame depth in which depth was compensated by the color difference between two consecutive frames taking into consideration a motion compensation depth.
Feature points extraction and matching

Fig. 2.
Feature points extraction and matching between frames: (a) Camera movement-the use of feature points in the entire image; (b) object movement-the use of feature points within the object area using a mask Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [6] , which is known to be a fast and accurate method for general videos, was used for feature point extraction and matching. Figure  2 shows two feature point matching results through SURF: (a) a case where z-axis movement occurred in the overall image due to camera movement and (b) a case where z-axis movement occurred due to object movement. In Fig. 2(b) , segmentation information from the previous frame was used as a mask so that features only within the object area were extracted and matched. The Hessian coefficient for feature point extraction was set to 400, while points less than 0.2 of Euclidean distance were used for criteria of similarity between feature points.
Homography matrix estimation and z-axis movement calculation
Using the relationship between the matched feature points, a homography matrix was calculated by means of the random sample consensus (RANSAC) algorithm [7, 8] 
The degree of changes in the scale and perspective can be inferred by analyzing the homography matrix. Equation (2) is used to calculate a scale factor of the x-axis ( ), a scale factor of the y-axis ( ), and a perspective factor ( ) 
In the case of Sx and Sy, a value less than 1 means reduction and a value more than 1 means expansion. In the case of P, 0 means no change as perspective information. Figure 1 (a) shows calculations using 1.08, 1.12, and 0.0004, respectively, while Fig.  1(b) uses 0.85, 0.50, and 0.0012, respectively. If the P value is too large (normally more than 0.002), it is regarded as abnormal, so P can be used as a value that measures the reliability of homography.
Compensation of z-axis movement and depth propagation using a bilateral filter
The degree of movement of the camera or object in the direction of the z-axis between two consecutive frames is normalized to a depth value, as shown in Equation (3), using the scale change obtained from Equation ( 
The Mz value is added to the depth of the corresponding object area in the previous frame so that the compensated depth can be used in the subsequent bilateral filtering process. The depth conversion coefficient k value is set to 50 in the cases shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b) (deliberately set to a high value to verify the result) so that a compensated previous frame depth map is shown in Fig. 3(4) . Figure 3(5) shows the final result from performed bilateral filtering and motion compensation expressed by Equation (4), which represents a propagated depth of the current frame.
where D t−1 D t are depth maps of the previous and current frames, respectively, t−1 t are color images, N is a filter size, and is a constant that represents the importance of color. Here, a motion compensation method was applied using a pair of bilateral methods [5] to solve the "depth ambiguity" and "new color" problem [4] , which is generated when depth propagation is executed using the bilateral filter.
Conclusions
The present study aimed to resolve the problem found in existing depth propagation algorithms of not being able to reflect movement in the direction of the z-axis. Once a homography matrix was obtained and analyzed using the feature point information that is matched between two consecutive frames, a size of scale change is identified; this information is then reflected in the existing bilateral filter. The experiments with images of both camera and object movement showed satisfactory results. In future research, a more advanced algorithm that can accurately reflect even partial movements of unstructured objects will be studied.
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